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Description
it would be very nice to have a kind of outlook syncronization implemented, so that a developer could sync his calendar from
redmine to outlook to have a better track of expiring / starting tickets/tasks.

History
#1 - 2008-07-28 16:30 - Daniel Netzer
I am not really in Outlook but isnt outlook able to subscribe to published iCal? - There is a patch in #1077

#2 - 2009-07-22 16:54 - Vadim Epstein
It would be really nice to sync tasks from redmine with outlook. I would like to emphasize tasks is most important, not calendar.

#3 - 2012-02-23 20:47 - Niklas Laugesen
Are there any news on this almost 4-year-old issue?

#4 - 2012-07-12 15:08 - Sylvain Hamel
Vadim Epstein wrote:
It would be really nice to sync tasks from redmine with outlook. I would like to emphasize tasks is most important, not calendar.

Bump.
This would be a killer feature for us to be able to mark a task as finished in outlook and have it propagate to Redmine and vice versa.

#5 - 2012-07-18 16:01 - Ali BS
These two issues are linked in a way : http://www.redmine.org/issues/4500
Salesforce and redmine integration can be possible if we have an outlook and redmine integration plugin.
And i think there a more outlook users than Salesforce, but synch between outlook et redmine must be such a mess !
Does anyone have a piece of idea on how is it doable ?
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#6 - 2012-11-07 17:38 - Bence Takacs
You could check those:
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/3295772/how-to-iterate-outlook-inbox-by-date-outlook-ole-automation (Windows dll needed)
http://code.google.com/p/ruby-msg/ (platform independent)

#7 - 2015-07-20 22:34 - Ahau Software
You can use Redmine Outlook Addin
- Sync tasks
- Create and edit tasks
- Create projects
- Convert emails to tasks and projects
- Weekly time logs
- Assign members
- Upload and download attachment
- Message board
- Import contacts, calendar
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